ABSTRACT In this paper, we propose a novel inverse tone mapping network, called ''iTM-Net.'' For training iTM-Net, we also propose a novel loss function that considers the non-linear relation between low dynamic range (LDR) and high dynamic range (HDR) images. For inverse tone mapping with convolutional neural networks (CNNs), we first point out that training CNNs with a standard loss function causes a problem due to the non-linear relation between the LDR and HDR images. To overcome the problem, the novel loss function non-linearly tone-maps target HDR images into LDR ones on the basis of a tone mapping operator, and the distance between the tone-mapped images and predicted ones are then calculated. The proposed loss function enables us not only to normalize the HDR images but also to reduce the non-linear relation between LDR and HDR ones. The experimental results show that the HDR images predicted by the proposed iTM-Net have higher-quality than the HDR ones predicted by conventional inverse tone mapping methods, including the state of the art, in terms of both HDR-VDP-2.2 and PU encoding + MS-SSIM. In addition, compared with loss functions that do not consider the non-linear relation, the proposed loss function is shown to improve the performance of CNNs.
I. INTRODUCTION
The low dynamic range (LDR) of modern digital cameras is a major factor preventing cameras from capturing images as well as human vision. This is due to the limited dynamic range that imaging sensors have. For this reason, interest in high dynamic range (HDR) imaging has been increasing.
The goal of HDR imaging is to obtain HDR images whose pixel values describe absolute or relative luminance of scenes, which is proportional to scene radiance. Since LDR images are distorted by sensor saturation and a non-linear camera response function (CRF), the objective of HDR imaging can be separated into two goals: saturation recovery and linearization. The most common approach to tackle the problems is stack-based methods that use a stack of differently exposed images, called ''multi-exposure images,'' for both saturation
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Senthil Kumar. recovery and linearization [1] - [8] . Although these stackbased methods work very well, they still have two limitations due to the use of multi-exposure images: ghost-like artifacts appear due to the motion of objects in a scene and a camera during taking multi-exposure images, and they are inapplicable to existing single images. For this reason, HDR imaging methods without multi-exposure images are expected to be developed.
With the aim of generating an HDR image from a single LDR image, various research works on inverse tone mapping have so far been reported [9] - [18] . Traditional ways of inverse tone mapping are based on expanding the dynamic range of input LDR images by using a fixed function or a specific parameterized function [9] - [15] . However, inverse tone mapping without prior knowledge is generally an illposed problem for two reasons: pixel values might be lost by sensor saturation, and the CRF used for photographing is unknown. Hence, HDR images produced by these methods have limited quality. To obtain high-quality HDR images, inverse tone mapping methods based on deep learning have recently attracted attention.
Several convolutional neural network (CNN) based inverse tone mapping methods have so far been proposed [16] - [18] . These CNN-based methods significantly improve the performance of inverse tone mapping. In [16] and [17] , CNNs are utilized for saturation recovery, but these methods do not employ deep learning for linearization. Although Marnerides et al. [18] tackled the linearization problem by training a CNN with simply normalized HDR images under the use of the min-max normalization, the performance was still limited because most pixel values of the normalized images were distributed in a narrow range. This is due to the non-linear relation between LDR and HDR images.
Thus, in this paper, we propose a novel inverse tone mapping network, called ''iTM-Net.'' Similarly to [18] , we aim to obtain relative luminance by using iTM-Net for linearization. To realize this, we also propose a novel loss function that considers the non-linear relation between LDR and HDR images. In the novel loss function, target HDR images are tone-mapped into LDR ones by using an invertible tone mapping operator, and the distance between the tone-mapped images and predicted ones is then calculated. The proposed loss function enables us not only to normalize HDR images but also to widely distribute the pixel values of HDR images like LDR ones. Our iTM-Net is implemented without using generative adversarial networks in order to make iTM-Net applicable to images having various resolutions.
In an experiment, the proposed method was compared with state-of-the-art inverse tone mapping methods. Experimental results illustrate that the proposed method outperforms the conventional methods in terms of two objective quality metrics: HDR-VDP-2.2 and PU encoding + MS-SSIM. In addition, the proposed loss function is shown to improve the performance of CNNs compared with standard loss functions that do not consider the non-linear relation.
II. RELATED WORK
Here, we summarize typical stack-based HDR imaging methods and inverse tone mapping methods. The term ''HDR imaging'' has been used with two meanings depending on contexts:
• recovering scene radiance (or intensity that is proportional to scene radiance) [1] - [8] ,
• capturing wide-dynamic-range information of real scene [19] - [30] . We use the term ''HDR imaging'' as the former meaning throughout this paper.
A. HDR IMAGING
As mentioned, the goal of HDR imaging including inverse tone mapping is to restore the absolute or relative luminance of a scene. This objective can be separated into two goals: saturation recovery and linearization. The most common approach of HDR imaging is stack-based one [1] - [8] that uses a stack of differently exposed images, called ''multi-exposure images,'' for both saturation recovery and linearization. In the stack-based methods, a non-linear CRF is estimated by using multi-exposure images, and linearization is then done by applying the inverse CRF to the input multiexposure images. After that, these images are fused into a single HDR image, in order to recover saturation.
The stack-based HDR imaging methods work very well when a scene is static and the camera is tripod-mounted. However, when scenes are dynamic or the camera moves while multi-exposure images are being captured, the multiexposure images will not line up properly with one another. This misalignment results in ghost-like artifacts in the final HDR image. To deal with motion, Sen et al. [6] proposed a method that aligns multi-exposure images with patch-based optimization. Oh et al. [8] also proposed a robust HDR imaging method on the basis of rank minimization. By these research works, the problem of the ghost-like artifacts is being solved. However, those stack-based methods cannot be applied to existing single LDR images.
B. TRADITIONAL INVERSE TONE MAPPING
For generating an HDR image from a single LDR image, many inverse tone mapping methods have already been studied. Traditional ways of inverse tone mapping are based on expanding the dynamic range of input LDR images by using a fixed function or a specific parameterized function [9] - [15] . Banterle et al. [9] employed the inverse function of Reinhard's global operator [31] for expanding the dynamic range. Similarly, Youngquing et al. [12] used an S-shaped curve for the purpose. However, a fixed function or a specific parameterized function cannot correctly linearize an input LDR image because each camera has a different CRF and changes in temperature additionally alter the CRF. Moreover, saturation recovery without prior knowledge is also impossible since all saturated pixel values might be lost. Hence, HDR images produced by traditional inverse tone mapping have limited quality in terms of both linearization and saturation recovery.
C. DEEP-LEARNING-BASED INVERSE TONE MAPPING
CNN-based inverse tone mapping methods [16] - [18] have recently attracted attention because of their effectiveness. Eilertsen et al. [17] aim to reconstruct saturated areas in input LDR images via a CNN. Predicted pixel values are combined with an input LDR image, which is linearized by using a fixed function that does not consider CRFs, to produce an HDR image. Endo et al. [16] proposed a CNN based method that produces a stack of differently exposed images from a single LDR image. The generated images are linearized and fused by using an existing stack-based method such as Debevec's method [3] . These two methods enable us to recover saturated regions in images, but the linearization problem still remains.
In a work by Marnerides et al. [18] , they tackled the linearization problem and sought to directly produce HDR images by using a CNN. To calculate prediction loss in train- ing a CNN, all HDR images are simply normalized into the range of [0, 1] by using min-max normalization. However, using normalized HDR images to calculate prediction loss causes a problem in that most pixel values of the normalized images are distributed in a narrow range. This is due to the non-linear relation between LDR and HDR images, so the image statistics of LDR and HDR images differ considerably as pointed out in [17] . Therefore, we aim to improve the performance of CNN-based inverse tone mapping, by using a novel loss function that considers the non-linear relation for learning HDR images.
III. PROPOSED INVERSE TONE MAPPING A. NOTATION
The following notations are utilized throughout this paper.
• i and j are used to denote pixel indexes.
• E denotes an HDR image or scene irradiance which is proportional to scene radiance.
• X denotes the integrated irradiance over the time the shutter is open, commonly referred to as ''exposure''.
• Luminance of an image is denoted by L, where L is the same as the Y -component in the CIE XYZ color space. For example, Luminance of an HDR image E is written as L E .
• x and y denote input and output images of a CNN, respectively.
B. OVERVIEW Figure 1 shows an overview of our training procedure and prediction procedure. In the training, all input LDR images x are generated from target HDR images E by using various virtual camerasf [17] . To calculate loss between a predicted image,ŷ, and a target HDR one, E, a tone mapping function,f , which is generally a non-linear one, is applied to E. After the training, various LDR images are applied to the proposed CNN as input images, where the CNN then predicts tone-mapped versions of HDR images. The linearization is done by mapping the predicted imagesŷ by using an inverse tone mapping function,f −1 . Detailed training conditions are described in Section III-F.
C. LOSS FUNCTION
For training a CNN, an error between target images and predicted images is calculated by using a loss function, and parameters in the CNN are optimized so that the error will be minimized.
In [18] , a loss function for training a CNN is defined by using the L 1 -distance L 1 and the cosine similarity L cos . L 1 and L cos are calculated as
where E i,j andŷ i,j denote an RGB pixel vector at pixel (i, j) in HDR image E and predicted imageŷ, respectively, and P is the total number of pixels. By using eqs. (1) and (2), the loss function utilized for ExpandNet [18] is given by
where λ is a constant factor that adjusts the contribution of the cosine similarity and m(E) denotes min-max normalization that simply normalizes E into the range of [0, 1] by
However, min-max normalization is unsuitable for learning HDR images because pixel values of HDR images are nonuniformly distributed in an extremely wide range [17] unlike LDR ones. For this reason, we utilize an invertible tone mapping operator,f (·), which is designed to transform HDR images into LDR ones, instead of min-max normalization m(·). For example, the L 1 -distance withf (·) is calculated by
In this paper, Reinhard's global operator [31] is utilized asf (·), where the operator transforms HDR images into highquality LDR ones, and it has an inverse function. By using the luminance matrix L E of E, the operator is given by the equationsf
where and mean pixel-wise multiplication and division, respectively. The parameter a ∈ [0, 1] determines the brightness of an output imagef (E), and G(L E ) is the geometric mean of L E given by
where is a small value for avoiding singularities at L E i,j = 0. Eq. (8) adjusting the geometric mean of each HDR image to a, and eq. (7) allows us to distribute pixel values of HDR images like those of LDR ones. Sincef is invertible, HDR images can be predicted by using the inverse tone mapping operatorf −1 , as shown in the next Section.
D. PREDICTION
The proposed CNN generates tone-mapped versions of HDR images E because the CNN is trained by using the loss function shown in eq. (5). Hence, HDR images are predicted by applying the inverse tone mapping functionf −1 to imagê y asÊ
where Lˆy is the luminance ofŷ. Note that eq. (8) can be ignored in the inverse tone mapping since our goal is to obtain relative luminance. Figure 2 shows the overall network architecture of iTM-Net. The architecture consists of three networks: a local encoder, a global encoder, and a decoder. The input for the local encoder is a P = H × W pixels, 24-bit color LDR image. For the global encoder, the input image is resized to a fixed size (128 × 128). iTM-Net has five types of layers as shown in The number of filters in the layer is 64. The local encoder and the decoder in the proposed method are almost the same as those used in U-Net [34] . Concatenated skip connections between the local encoder and the decoder are also utilized like in U-Net.
E. ITM-NET ARCHITECTURE
The main difference between iTM-Net and U-Net is that iTM-Net has an additional encoder, i.e., the global encoder, for extracting global image information. In the most recent work [18] , Marnerides et al. claimed that U-Net causes unwanted blocking artifacts in predicted HDR images. Our preliminary experimental results showed that the blocking artifacts are attributed to its network architecture that cannot handle global image information. For this reason, we utilize the global encoder and combine features extracted by both encoders to prevent the distortions.
In addition to the novel network architecture, the use of the novel loss function L iTM enables us to improve the performance of inverse tone mapping.
F. TRAINING
Numerous LDR images taken under various conditions, x, and corresponding HDR images, E, are needed to train iTM-Net. To prepare a sufficient amount of training data, we utilize various virtual cameras to generate x from HDR images E [17] . For training, 336 HDR images were collected from databases online available [35] - [40] .
The training procedure of our CNN is shown as follows. 
where η and γ are random numbers that follow normal distributions with a mean of 0.6 and a variance of 0.1 and with a mean of 0.9 and a variance of 0.1, respectively. L X is the luminance of X , and exponentiation L γ X is calculated as a pixel-wise operation. iii Predict 16 LDR imagesŷ from 16 input LDR images x by using iTM-Net. iv Evaluate the loss between predicted imagesŷ and target imagesẼ by using eq. (5) with Reinhard's global operatorf . Here, a = 0.18 is used in (8) . v Update filter weights ω and biases b in the CNN by backpropagation. In our experiments, iTM-Net was trained with 1000 epochs, where the above procedure was repeated 42 times in each epoch. In addition, each HDR image had only one chance to be selected in Step i in each epoch. He's method [41] was used for initializing iTM-Net. In addition, the Adam optimizer [42] was utilized for optimization, where parameters in Adam were set as α = 0.002, β 1 = 0.9, and β 2 = 0.999. We implemented iTM-Net with Tensorflow and Keras, and the training was run on a single NVIDIA GeForce 1080Ti GPU.
IV. SIMULATION
We evaluated the effectiveness of the proposed method by using two objective quality metrics in addition to visual evaluation. 
A. SIMULATION CONDITIONS
The quality of HDR imagesÊ generated by using iTM-Net was evaluated by using two objective quality metrics: HDR-VDP-2.2 [43] and PU encoding [44] with MS-SSIM [45] , which utilize an original HDR image, E, as a reference. In [46] , it was shown that these metrics are suitable for evaluating the quality of HDR images.
The two metrics are designed for evaluating the difference between two HDR images that have the absolute luminance of a scene. Such HDR images, namely HDR images having absolute luminance, are only in the dataset [37] . Hence, 44 HDR images randomly selected from the dataset [37] were used for the experiment. Note that they were not used for training. Input LDR images x were generated in accordance with Steps ii(d) and ii(e) in Section III-F. In addition, predicted HDR images VOLUME 7, 2019 E were scaled to match the range ofÊ with that of the original HDR image E because inverse tone mapping methods can predict only HDR images having relative luminance.
The proposed method was compared with three existing methods including state-of-the-art ones: direct inverse tone mapping operator (Direct ITMO) [15] , pseudo-multiexposure-based tone fusion (PMET) [13] , ExpandNet [18] . The third method is CNN-based one, but the other methods are not based on deep learning. For ExpandNet, the predictions from this method were generated by using the trained network which was made available online by the authors. Furthermore, to clarify the effectiveness of the proposed loss function, iTM-Net trained by three different loss functions, i.e., the proposed loss L iTM (iTM-Net with L iTM ), the standard L 1 -loss L 1 (ŷ, m(E)) without tone mapping (iTM-Net with L 1 ), and ExpandNet's loss L Expand (ŷ, E) without tone mapping (iTM-Net with L Expand ). Q 1 ) ]. The band inside boxes indicates the median, i.e., the second quartile Q 2 , and the cross inside boxes denotes the average value. A larger value for both metrics means higher similarity between a predicted HDR image and its original HDR image.
As shown in Figures 3 and 4 , all iTM-Nets provided higher median and average scores in terms of the two metrics, than the three conventional methods including ExpandNet. These results indicate that HDR images predicted by iTM-Nets were more similar to the original HDR images than those predicted by the conventional methods. Since all of the predicted HDR images were scaled to match the original HDR images, the results illustrate that the proposed method can linearize images with high quality. Hence, it is confirmed that the proposed architecture can predict better HDR images than ExpandNet's one.
By comparing with iTM-Net with L 1 and iTM-Net with L Expand , iTM-Net with the proposed loss L iTM produced higher scores of both metrics. Hence, the proposed loss function is effective at training CNNs for inverse tone mapping. Figures 5 and 6 show examples of HDR images generated by the six methods. Here, these images were tone-mapped from predicted HDR images because HDR images cannot be displayed in commonly used LDR devices, where scaling to match the range of predicted HDR images with that of corresponding original HDR ones was not performed. From Figs. 5 and 6, it is confirmed that the proposed method produced higher-quality HDR images, which are similar to corresponding original HDR onesẼ, than the other methods.
For these reasons, it is shown that the proposed method is effective at generating high-quality HDR images from single LDR images. In particular, the use of the proposed loss function enables us to improve the performance of CNNs for inverse tone mapping.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a novel inverse tone mapping network, called ''iTM-Net'', was proposed. For training iTM-Net, a novel loss function that considers the non-linear relation between HDR and LDR images was also proposed. In the proposed loss function, target HDR images are tone-mapped into LDR images by an invertible tone mapping operator. The use of the proposed loss function enables us not only to normalize HDR images, but also to distribute the pixel values of HDR images like those of LDR ones. As a result, the performance of CNNs for inverse tone mapping can be improved. Experimental results showed that HDR images predicted by iTM-Net trained with the proposed loss function have higher quality than HDR ones predicted by conventional methods including the state-of-the-art in terms of HDR-VDP-2.2 and PU encoding + MS-SSIM. In addition, it was also confirmed that the proposed loss function improves the performance of CNNs compared with loss functions that do not consider the non-linear relation.
